NORTH CAROLINA DIVISION, SCV
CAMP NEWS
For Submission to the Division Newsletter The Carolina Confederate

DO NOT USE THIS FORM FOR: Required Administrative Notice of Changes in Camp or Member Information. There are Prescribed Forms for Those Changes.

Date _________________________________

Camp Name _____________________________________________ Camp Number _______________

Camp Location ___________________________________________ Date of Meeting ______________

Program and Speaker
____________________________________________________________________________________

Submitted By _____________________________________________ Date _______________________

News for Carolina Confederate (Use Additional Pages If Needed)
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

This Report MUST Be Completed Monthly to Report Camp and Member Activities to the Carolina Confederate Newsletter. You May Email Your Report and Pictures.

Mail or E-mail to:
Ronald L. Perdue, Editor
The Carolina Confederate
P. O. Box 5641
High Point, NC 27262
carolinaconfederate@yahoo.com